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Pre -Primary Jazz  

For ages 5 to 7 (kinder-prep), our Pre-Primary Jazz is a structured class that teaches the basics of dance in an engaging 

way. Students learn the basics of dance technique, positions, and terminology.  

Primary Jazz  
For ages 6 to 8, Primary Jazz builds on the foundations learnt in pre-primary and students learn routines in various jazz 

styles.  

Jazz 1  

In Grade 1 Jazz students learn the basics of barre work, pointing, turning technique, isolating parts of the body and building 
strength  

Jazz 2  

In Grade 2 students expand on their basic turning technique, kicks, pas de bourrée and work on strengthening core 

muscles for floor work (including splits) and jumps. They begin learning more complex combinations in various jazz styles 
that promote speed and accuracy of steps.  

Jazz3 

 By Grade 3 students have learnt and mastered the foundations of dance and are beginning to expand their repertoire of 

jumps, floor work and isolations. They begin to learn different turning techniques and styles of dance.  

Jazz 4 
By Grade 4 students expand on their repertoire of jumps and turning sequences. In this class they master directional 

sequences, outside and inside pirouettes, layouts and learn strong combinations in different jazz styles.  

Jazz 5  

In Grade 5 Jazz students learn to control their splits, build on strength for high kicks and continue to expand their jété and 
turning sequences. They learn more advanced combinations and work on control  

Elementary Jazz, Intermediate & Advanced Jazz  

Senior students have mastered turning, jumping and more complex steps. By these grades they learn to control their leaps, 

kicks and tucks, work on back flexibility and learn continuous turning sequences. Their combinations are fast, and students 

learn to really perform in their own style. If you are a returning student, please talk to your teacher about class placement. 

Girls: Blue or black Leotard or top, black shorts, hair off the face. Boys: Black top, Black Shorts. 

Enrolment $60 per student. All Jazz classes are $12.54/ lesson and payment is quarterly (per school Terms). 

Dance for Sick Kids: May 8-12 

Mid Year Celebration concert : June 24/25  

End of Year Production: Nov 27- Dec 3  

Christmas Parade & carols: December  

We also engage in community events and aged care concerts, workshops etc… 
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